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About This Game

Fiesta Online is a unique free to play anime MMORPG played by an active and friendly community. In a magical and colorful
world, players assume the role of a fantasy hero and brave powerful enemies and challenging quests.
With regular updates and more than 115 levels, hundreds of hours of gameplay content await you!

Features

•ANIME MMORPG
Choose your fantasy hero among five different character classes. Each class is equipped with different skills and plays a
different role. You are not limited to only one character. You can change and experience the game in a new perspective.

-Fighter
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-Cleric
-Archer
-Mage

-Trickster

•QUESTS & ADVENTURES
Everyday new adventures await you thanks to a Daily Quest System rewarding you with fame and bonuses. You can also take

part in epic Kingdom Quests to help your character make friends and level up.

•GUILDS & DUNGEONS
Become a member of a guild and have fun while playing Fiesta together. Fight together mighty bosses in dungeons and become

the most powerful guild!

•MASTER & APPRENTICE SYSTEM
Learn a new type of team play to progress easily and fast in the game! Gain levels faster as Apprentice and pass on your

knowledge as Master.

•EVENTS & WEDDING SYSTEM
Participate in numerous in-game events and organize parties where you can dance with your friends. Find a partner who will

stay on your side throughout your adventures and get married.

Join the fun with us, thousands of players await you!
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Title: Fiesta Online
Genre: Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, RPG
Developer:
Onson Soft
Publisher:
gamigo AG
Release Date: 1 Feb, 2008

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Win XP, Win Vista, Win 7, Win 8

Processor: Pentium 4 – 1.6 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVidia GeForce MX

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

English,French,German
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Beautiful artistic vision with challenging gameplay, a beautiful soundtrack, and unique artwork. Clearly a work of someone who
cares about what they are producing, and the result has been an overwhelming success.. Classic Fun!! The way computer games
should be.. Cool carachters like odin really cool to walk around th city
. A lot of bugs, it some cases makes game unplayable. I finished Eagel Island, and right after getting back onto the ride, I got a
black screen. I waited for some minuets and nothing happened, so I restarted the game, and it threw me back into the first town.
That made the game impossible to finish, and with the dialogue being slow, makes the game hard to resart. I like the story, and
the mechanics are interesting and fresh, but the bugs make it impossible to play.. quot;Who Is Mike" is a great little visual novel.
While the story is really short (only took me about a half hour to play through a few times), but it's by no means disappointing.
I'd say I was more sad than anything because the story was intriguing, and I wanted to see more about the characters.

The writing is strong and presents the player with a sense of urgency regarding the choices. And the character art and
backgrounds are well done to create an effective mood. If you like choice-based visual novels, you'll likely enjoy giving this one
a try. Plus, you can't argue with the price. :). I had a good time playing this with a friend despite it not looking very visually
appealing.. Along way to go but a great concept, this software is pretty fresh so I'll stick around for a bit while the kinks are
ironed out.

the library doesnt always load correctly, the interface of choosing a tvshow is pretty bad and is spilt up by episode not show, so
you end up with a list 2 miles long(if you hoard shows like myself). Interface isnt very intuitive and sometimes ignores input
(accidently touching something will reset your view in the section you are looking at causing you to have to pull through an
entire long list again).

The dev from what I've seen has been active in the community so I have hopes for where this product might go.
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Ok, "the way it works"
1. You have to download OpenSceneryX and install it into your X-Plane folder.
Then OpenSceneryX will automaticaly be placed in your "Custom Scenery"

2. Then install JFK International in the Steam DLC.
That's how it works!

IMPORTANT!
If you allready installed "JFK International" before installing "OpensceneryX", then
uninstall "JFK International" in the Steam DLC, and delete
- "SCENERY_PACK Custom Scenery\/John F Kennedy International Airport\/" in your
"scenery_packs.ini" (the same as "scenery_packs") that are located in your
"Custom Scenery" folder.
Then go back to the Steam DLC and Install "JFK International" again.

Then it works! :D. Honestly. I bought the game becuase it was 19c and the cards for profit but this game is rather fun. Between
the early final fantasy style gameplay and the tounge in cheek explanations for bugs using the glitch fairy has made for a very
nice game.. Fast and fun, getting all the achievements can be a pain. At least the last one.. Instant motion sickness for me and
you don't immediately understand what to do. No thanks.. took me 93 minutes to complete (spent some time on trying to eat my
keyboard). Some levels felt more like a torment than a game.

Would recommend for hardcore platformer fans. Definitely DON'T buy this game if you dont have the patience of a saint.

Also: The collision in this game hates you.. Cute little timewaster. Pug>Bird. You unlock different costumes and there are
different stages with a distinctive style and soundtrack (especially the 80s neon level).. The fights against Sir Alonne and the
Fume Knight are probably the hardest and most epic ones of the game, and the area is hard and well designed. Good job.. It's
cute but really, really casual. I can't play it longer than a few minutes. The graphics are cartoony and cute, and the sound isn't all
that spectacular, but it gets the job done. The goal is to guide your character (in a teacup (!)) towards the finish line while trying
to collect as many sugarcubes and stickers as you can, and, at the same time, avoid enemies. Like I said, it's casual, but the
difficulty ramps a bit up later on.

[Rating: 71\/100]. For $15? Yeah. Got it yesterday, already unlocked SSGSS Vegeta and \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665u is close
behind. Other DLC is pay only, bu not needed.

Game is crazy deep for fighters, thousand plus people [playing at any time, but just button mashing will still get you a 30% win
rate against the mildly competitives.

Not for epileptics.. Excellent VR implementation and optimization. Flight model is also well done. Even though it's still in early
access, there is a lot of places to fly to and 10 aircraft to sink your teeth in. I'm excited to see where the team will take it next
and I would recommend this to anyone looking for a good VR Flight Sim (can also be played on your monitor without any
problems for those who prefer that).
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